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The influence of body position on exercise tolerance, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and
breathing frequency was studied during bicycle exercise in 37 male patients with coronary insufficiency. With identical work loads before the onset of angina pectoris, the heart rate was
significantly higher in the supine position. Exercise tolerance was lower in the supine position,
and angina pectoris developed at a significantly lower heart rate and systolic blood pressure.
The influence of body position on circulation
has been studied extensively in normal subjects (Marshall and Shepherd, I968) and in
patients with heart disease (Abelmann and
Fareeduddin, I969; Epstein et al., I969;
Groden, I969), but not during exercise in
patients with angina pectoris. During exercise
in the recumbent position there is an increased
venous return to the heart and an increase in
the heart volume (Holmgren and Ovenfors,
I960). In coronary insufficiency the increased
venous return might be expected to aggravate
the left ventricular impairment which characterizes this disorder (Muller and R0rvik,
1958; Malmborg, i965), and therefore the
pain threshold might be lower during supine
exercise. This investigation was carried out
to compare heart rate, systolic blood pressure,
respiratory frequency, exercise tolerance, and
pain threshold during exercise in the sitting
and in the supine position.

Subjects and methods

coronary heart disease and only 5 had normal
resting electrocardiograms. None had signs of
congestive heart failure or valvular heart disease,
and all were in sinus rhythm at the time of the
study. Every patient was studied on two different
days, usually with a time interval of 24 hours.
Eighteen patients were exercised first in the sitting
position (Group A), and 19 first in the supine
position (Group B). The exercise tests were performed on the same electrically braked bicycleergometer.2 During exercise in the supine position, the pedal axis of the bicycle was approximately 20 cm. above the table. The electrocardiogram was registered on a four- or six-channel
direct writer3 at a paper speed of 50 mm./minute.
Heart rates during exercise were calculated every
minute from the electrocardiogram. The systolic
blood pressure was measured every second minute, and just before the termination of the work by
the auscultatory method with a sphygmomanometer cuff applied to the right arm. The breathing
rate was measured by auscultation every second
minute. The 'rate-pressure product' was calculated as the product of the systolic blood pressure
and the heart rate and divided by Ioo to reduce it
to convenient units (Robinson, I967). Ejection
time correction was not performed as there were
no intravascular pressure measurements.
The ST segment changes during exercise in 4
patients with normal electrocardiograms at rest
were classified according to a modified Minnesota
code (Astrand et al., I967); the fifth patient with
a normal electrocardiogram at rest showed no
ST segment changes on exercise in either position.

Studies were carried out on 37 male patients aged
40-67 years. All had chest pain on exertion satisfying Rose's (I962) criteria for angina pectoris.
Eight were out-patients and 29 were in-patients.
Seven of the in-patients were exercised as part of
a preoperative evaluation for coronary revascularization operations, and 22 underwent postoperative assessment; 14 of these had been treated
by a diaphragmatic graft technique (Malm and
Swedberg, I963) and 8 by a modified Beck procedure (Beck and Leighninger, I962). Thirty-two Results
patients showed electrocardiographic evidence of Average heart rates at identical work
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TABLE i Average heart rates at identical work loads in sitting and supine positions
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rates were found in the supine position at
identical work loads.

highest identical work load, the average sitting
heart rate was 93 a minute compared with 97
a minute supine (p < o'os). On the next lower
work load, the average sitting heart rate was 80
a minute compared with 87 a minute supine
(p < o ooi). Thus, significantly higher heart

Systolic blood pressure and respiration
rate at identical work loads (Table 2) No
statistically significant differences were found

r TABLE 2 Systolic blood pressure and respiration rate at identical work loads, sitting and
supine
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I74 mm. Hg supine, which difference is also
highly significant (p < ooi). Consequently
the 'rate-pressure product' at the termination
of work was significantly lower in the supine
position (p < ooi). Angina pectoris thus developed at a lower heart rate and at a lower
systolic blood pressure during supine work.

between values obtained in the sitting and
supine positions. However, a tendency to a
higher respiration rate was found in the supine
position.

o

o

Work load, heart rate, systolic blood
pressure, and rate-pressure product at
termination of work (Table 3) Eight
patients managed the same work load sitting
and supine, while 29 were unable to achieve ST segment changes These changes in
the same work load supine as when sitting. four patients with normal electrocardiograms
Nineteen patients only managed the first at rest, at identical exercise levels sitting and
(lowest) work load in the supine position. supine, are given in Table 4. ST depression
The average work load sitting was 466 kpm./ was, as a rule, greater in the supine position,
minute compared with 324 kpm./minute pointing to more severe hypoxaemia of the
supine, the difference being highly significant myocardium in that position.
When the results in the surgically treated
(p < ooi). Exercise was terminated because
of angina pectoris in 36 patients and claudica- patients were analysed separately, the mean exertion in one patient. At the termination of cise tolerance sitting was 425 kpm./minute comto 527 kpm./minute in the non-operated
work, the mean value for the heart rates in pared
group (p < 0o05). In the supine position the avera minute comthe sitting position was
age exercise tolerance for operated patients was
pared with IOI a minute supine, the difference 282 kpm./minute compared with 387 kpm./
being highly significant (p < ooi). The sys- minute for the non-operated group (p < 0o05).
tolic blood pressure at the termination of work There was no difference in exercise tolerance in
averaged I88 mm. Hg sitting compared with the sitting or the supine position between patients
o

iii

o

TABLE 3 Work load, heart rate, systolic blood pressure and rate-pressure product* at termination of work
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TABLE 4 ST depression in CR leads sitting and supine (Minnesota code as modified by
Istrand et al., 1967)
Patient 2

Patient I

Sitting

-IHighest work load
Immediately after exercise
5 minutes after exercise

3
3
3

Supine
I
I

None

Sitting
2

3
7

Patient 3

Supine

Sitting

Supine

Sitting

Supine

I
I

None
None
None

5
5

4
5
5

3
3
5

None

None

Note: The most severe ST depression is represented by code number i and the least severe

who had

a

Beck operation and patients operated

by the diaphragmatic graft technique. The
~upon
tendency to higher heart rates at equal work loads
when supine was present in the 'Beck group'
.well as in the 'diaphragmatic graft group'.

as

Discussion
In young healthy men no difference in heart
rate was observed at the same work load performed on a bicycle in the sitting and in the

supine position (Bevegird, Holmgren, and
;Jonsson, I960, I963; Hellstrom and Holmgren, I966). In young women, a tendency to
higher heart rates in the sitting position has
been reported, but the difference was not
statistically significant (Hellstrom and Holmgren, I966). McGregor, Adam, and Sekelj
(g96i) found, in normal subjects, a higher
heart rate and a higher respiratory frequency
during bicycle work in the sitting compared
with the supine position, but they studied only
four subjects. The circulation in healthy old
men was studied by right heart catheterization
-luring exercise in the sitting and supine
position by Granath, Jonsson, and Strandell
J964). No difference in heart rate was found
vetween equal work loads performed sitting
hmd supine. The stroke volume and the carliac output were lower at identical work loads
3erformed sitting. The systolic and diastolic
Fterial blood pressures were slightly higher
n the sitting position, but the differences were
lot statistically significant (Granath, I965;
iranath et al., i964). The influence of body
tosition

on

heart volume during

exercise was

tudied by Holmgren and Ovenfors (i960).
Lhey found, on the average, a lower heart
olume during exercise in the sitting position
5mpared with that in the supine position.
'hus, it seems that in normal subjects, at the
une work load, there is no difference in heart
ite and blood pressure, whereas heart volme, stroke volume, and cardiac output
icrease in the supine position.
In patients with heart failure, Epstein et al.
:969) found significantly higher heart rates
6

Patient 4

by code number 7.

in the supine position when comparing supine
and sitting bicycle exercise. However, the
implications of this finding on the mechanism
of contraction of the heart were not discussed.
Haemodynamically, the patient with coronary
insufficiency is characterized by impairment
of left ventricular function at least during
exercise (Miller and R0rvik, I958; Malmborg, I965), which means a flattened relation
between end-diastolic volume and stroke volume in the Frank-Starling diagram and a
diminished ability to shift the ventricular
function curve upwards and to the left during
exercise (Ross, i966). In spite of greatly increased end-diastolic volume and end-diastolic
pressure, the patient with coronary insufficiency has a very limited ability to increase his
stroke volume (Braunwald, Ross, and Sonnenblick, I967). According to the law of Laplace,
the increment in end-diastolic volume means
that an increased load is imposed upon the
heart (Burton, 1957). As a consequence of the
raised end-diastolic pressure in the left ventricle, the pressure gradient between the
coronary arteries and the small intramural
vessels of the ventricular wall is reduced with
a consequent decrease in coronary blood flow.
Thus, on theoretical grounds, work in the
supine position in patients with coronary insufficiency ought to lower the myocardial
blood flow and this constitutes the logical
explanation for the lower exercise tolerance
observed in the supine position.
The higher heart rates observed during
supine exercise before the development of
chest pain (Table i) suggest that, in order to
keep myocardial oxygen consumption low,
these hearts deliver a smaller stroke volume
at a faster heart rate. This indicates that in
coronary heart disease the disadvantage of
a shorter diastole is less than that of an increased stroke volume, requiring an increased
ventricular wall tension.
There is some controversy about whether
the increment in left ventricular end-diastolic
pressure observed during exercise in patients
with coronary insufficiency is due to decreased
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left ventricular compliance or to left ventricular failure (Glancy et al., I969; Parker et al.,
I969; Wiener, Dwyer, and Cox, I968). The
higher heart rates observed here in the supine
position at identical work loads are consistent
with decreased left ventricular compliance,
which however does not rule out impairment
of left ventricular function (Linhart et al.,
I969). If decreased compliance of the left
ventricular wall is presumed, a higher heart
rate would be advantageous, since it means
that the ventricle could expel the same cardiac
output with a smaller stroke volume at a lower
energy expenditure. As evident from Table 3,
these patients experience chest pain at a
lower heart rate and give up work at a lower
work load during supine exercise. This is a
consequence of left ventricular dysfunction
with increased end-diastolic volume and pressure, changes that characterize coronary insufficiency at the onset of angina pectoris
(Muller and R0rvik, I958; Malmborg, I965;
Parker, Di Giorgi, and West, I966). The
order of magnitude of the mean difference in
exercise tolerance could have practical implications when an endurable exercise level for a
heart catheterization study has to be determined from a work test in the sitting position.
The explanation for the tendency to a
higher respiration rate observed during supine
work may be that the pulmonary blood volume is increased in that position. In patients
with left ventricular impairment, the difference in pulmonary blood volume between the
supine and the sitting position is further
accentuated as the heart cannot handle the
increased inflow properly (Wang, Marshall,
and Shepherd, I960).
Robinson has employed the product of the
heart rate and systolic blood pressure as a
rough index of myocardial oxygen requirements and has shown that the onset of angina
pectoris occurs at a rate-pressure product
that is remarkably constant for each patient
(Robinson, I967). The differences in ratepressure products observed here, between
sitting and supine exercise, simply show that
this index is not valid for predicting anginal
pain when changes in heart size and duration
of ejection time are not taken into account as
stated originally by Robinson. Such changes
could be brought about by changing the body
position or by means of pharmacological
agents, e.g. nitroglycerin and beta-receptor
blocking agents (Epstein and Braunwald,
I968). The significantly lower rate-pressure
products encountered during supine work
may be taken as indirect evidence of increased
ventricular size.
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